Sponsored Program Services Post Award

Susan Corwin
Director
Post Award

Heather Toro
Senior Manager
Finance

Operations Staff

Jason Spall
Assistant Director
Account Management

Account Setup
Tod Presutti
Lead Sponsored Funding Admin
Madaline Folesong
Senior Sponsored Funding Admin
Christy Millen
Senior Sponsored Funding Admin
Laura Gordon
Sponsored Funding Admin

Subaward
Brandis Hosler
Senior Sponsored Funding Admin
April Colegrove
Associate Sponsored Funding Admin

Billing & Collections
Kayla Fields
Senior Sponsored Funding Admin
Lan Zhong
Senior Sponsored Funding Admin
Melissa Walters
Sponsored Funding Admin
Theresa Weibaker
Sponsored Funding Admin

Letter of Credit & Sponsor Reporting
Michelle Kerkhoff
Senior Sponsored Funding Admin

Closeout
Julie Barry
Senior Sponsored Funding Admin
Rosemary Dennis
Senior Sponsored Funding Admin

Account Management
Bobbie Jo Robertson
Sponsored Funding Admin
Michelle Mariga
Senior Sponsored Funding Admin
Brett Sanders
Senior Sponsored Funding Admin
Wei Zhang
Senior Sponsored Funding Admin
Cori Mellady
Senior Sponsored Funding Admin
Dawn Hart
Sponsored Funding Admin
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